SZ Tenveo video technology co.,LTD
Manufacture of Professional video conference camera&omnidirectional microphone
Add.：Rm 638-638, Block B, Tianhui building, No 106, Yousong Rd, Longhua Dist, Shenzhen, CN. Zip code: 518053
Website: www.hktenveo.com
Email: sherry@tenveo.com
Tel:86-755-85261373（40lines）85258499 /82592010 FAX： 86-755-85258499
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Quotation of video conference solution
Plan No.

Small
and
huddle
room 46
person

Picture

Item no.

TEVOVHD3U

Feature

Spec

3X ZOOM
2.1MP
USB2.0

1 138 degress wide viewing angle with no
distortion
2. 1/2.7″HD color CMOS, 2.1 mega pixel（16：
9） 3 IR remote control supports 9 presets,
PELCO Protocol supports 256 presets
4.fixed focus, HD1080P/30FPS
5. Shutter speed：8 to 1/10000s (auto)
6.Pan: 340°(max speed 80°/S), Tilt: 0°~120°
((max speed 60°/S)
7 Support desktop,tripod, wall mount and
ceiling mounting
8.Video output: USB2.0

1 USB plug and play
2 Radius of 3M
Full duplex echo cancelation
3 Built-in 3 omnidirectional sound pickup
TEVO-NA100
microphone and speaker
mic
USB driver free, plug and
4 built-in speakers, echo cancellationvocal
play
track, full duplex

U/P(USD)
Public Price Price for you

$276

$219

$118

$99

Radius of 3m

IN TOTAL

TEVOVHD102U

10X ZOOM
2.1MP
USB2.0

middle
room 812.

TEVO-A3000

USB Boundary
Omnidirectional
Microphone,Radius of 4M

1.340° degree multifunction video conference
camera,
2.1/2.7″HD color CMOS, 2.1 mega pixel
3 IR remote control supports 9 presets,
PELCO Protocol supports 256 presets
4.10x optical zoom lens, HD1080P/30FPS
5. Shutter speed：8 to 1/10000s (auto)
6.Pan: 340°(max speed 80°/S), Tilt: 0°~120°
((max speed 60°/S)
7.Support desktop,tripod, wall mount and
ceiling mounting
8.Video output:USB2.0

1 5M 360 degrees pickup radios
2 Intuitive plug and play connectivity that
connect in Seconds to laptop and tablet via
USB
Built-in high-fidelity all-pointing provide 360
degree audio pickup over 4 m
3 Echo cancellation and noise reduction
4 Compatible with all leading UC platform
5
for PC，smart phone or tablet )
INPerfect
TOTAL

$318

$426

$236

$183.00

$129

$365

TEVOVHD203U

20X ZOOM
2.38MP
USB3.0 & HDMI

1.340° degree multifunction video conference
camera,
2.1/3" CMOS, 2.38 mega pixel
3 IR remote control supports 9 presets,
PELCO Protocol supports 256 presets
4.20x optical zoom lens,
5. E-Shutter：1/5 to 1/40000s,1080P
6.Pan/Tilt:pan 340°（Max ：180°/s），tilt 240°
（Max ：120°/s）
7. 7 Support desktop,tripod, wall mount and
ceiling mounting
10.Video output: USB3.0 HDMI

USB Boundary
Omnidirectional
Microphone,Radius of 8M

1 8M 360 degrees pickup radios
2 Intuitive plug and play connectivity that
connect in Seconds to laptop and tablet via
USB
Built-in high-fidelity all-pointing provide 360
degree audio pickup over 8 m
3 Echo cancellation and noise reduction
4 Compatible with all leading UC platform
5 Perfect for PC，smart phone or tablet
6 Comes with two expansion mics

A large
room
14-20
person

TEVOA3000EX

IN TOTAL

$548

$520

$298.00

$280

$800

TEVOVHD203U

A large
room
14-20
person

TEVO-A6T

20X ZOOM
2.38MP
USB3.0 & HDMI

1.340° degree multifunction video conference
camera,
2.1/3" CMOS, 2.38 mega pixel
3 IR remote control supports 9 presets,
PELCO Protocol supports 256 presets
4.20x optical zoom lens,
5. E-Shutter：1/5 to 1/40000s,1080P
6.Pan/Tilt:pan 340°（Max ：180°/s），tilt 240°
（Max ：120°/s）
7. 7 Support desktop,tripod, wall mount and
ceiling mounting
10.Video output: USB3.0 HDMI

1 suitable for 40 square meters meeting
room, less than 20 people.
within two expandable
2 supports LINE IN/OUT analog audio
Microphone,Radius of 6M，
signal input and output
Full duplex，with echo
3 can use the mobile phone to make a handscancelation and speaker，
free call when connecting to the mobile
USB driver free, plug and
network through a 3.5mm
play
4 volume of the speaker reached to 90dB, 12
level adjustable 5 supports two way
expansions.
IN TOTAL

$548

$499

$515.00

$459.00

$958

A large room
14-20 person

TEVO-VA3000E

TEVOVA3000E

1.Complete audio/video conferencing group for medium
to large rooms: HD video camera, speakerphone and
optional expansion mics.
2.Maximum capacity up to 25 participants: Extended
10m(33 ft). audio range and 90-degree field of view for
medium to large group conferences
3.High end speakerphone with expansion mics: Plug &
play HD audio allows everyone around the conference
HD 1080p video
table to hear and be heard clearly
with autofocus 10xzoom Lens 4.Easy and good video conferencing: Launch video
meetings with a plug & play USB connection to a laptop
audio range 10m(33ft)
and choose a video conferencing software
5.High def video: HD 1080p video with autofocus, 10x
zoom lens. 90 °wide view angle without distortion
make sure you see every detail of the meeting room.
6. Compatible with Mac and PC. System Requirements:
Windows 7, 8.1 or 10,Mac OS X 10.7 or higher.Use
your video conference app of choice: Works with most
UC, video conferencing and cloud communication apps

$739.00

1. All of our products have in stock,we can ship the items to you within 3 days after we receive the payment.
2. We offer a 2-year Warranty period.
3. Our MOQ is 1 unit.
4. OEM order is welcomed.
5. Validity of this quotation is two months

$649.00

